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Overview

•Metadata Services at the University of 
Maryland

•Copy cataloging digitized postcards

•Copy cataloging ebooks





Database Management & Enhancement: bibliographic corrections, transfers, withdrawals, 
help-desk; primary contact for questions related to metadata services

Accelerated Cataloging: copy cataloging of new materials and government documents; 
labeling and processing of physical items



National Trust Library Historic 
Postcard Collection





“Portraying locations across 

the United States, the 

collection offers perspectives 

into the society which 

produced these cards and 

reveals important insights 

about cultural attitudes of 

the time. These postcards 

also provide unique evidence 

of the evolution in American 

architecture, with rare 

glimpses of buildings or places 

that may no longer exist or 

have dramatically altered 
over time.”http://hdl.handle.net/1903.1/9680
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Project Details within Metadata Services

•Metadata Services involved in 2010
•Metadata Librarian worked with Systems on workflow
• Initial description created by digitization students
• Records passed to Metadata Librarian for review

• Checked data consistency
• Added additional description/subjects if needed

•Metadata Librarian worked with Metadata Services 
Graduate Assistant (GA)
• In 2013, the GA worked with copy catalogers

• Expected several thousand more to be digitized



Goals for Cataloging

• Work outside of MARC and AACR2/RDA
• Review and create quality cataloging records
• Maintain the copy cataloging process, just with different tools 

and systems
• Stressed:

• Catalogers create and review description
• Catalogers can use standards other than MARC and AACR2/RDA

• (in fact they should!)
• Catalogers can use different cataloging utilities outside of 

Connexion
• Digital repositories, content management systems, spreadsheets, text 

files



Tools/Systems

• Cataloging Utility
• Fedora

• Metadata Schemas
• University of Maryland Descriptive Metadata 

(UMDM)
• University of Maryland Administrative Metadata 

(UMAM)

• Subjects
• Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH)
• Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)
• Library of Congress Thesaurus for Graphic 

Materials (TGM)



Basic Workflow

•Retrieve individual record (status = Pending)

•Check for errors in the description

•Check for correct subject headings, adding 
additional if necessary

•Mark record as complete



If needed, catalogers could 

review the element definitions 
from within Fedora.



Catalogers review the data 

created during the digitization 
process…



…adding info if necessary 
following documented guidelines.





Many of the boxes contained 

dropdown menus. This helped 

eliminate mistakes and guide the 

catalogers (both the digitization 
students and the copy catalogers).





After cataloging, the record was 

marked complete and catalogers 
got a final look at the record.



Workflow Similarities

WorldCat Copy Cataloging
• Search for record in WorldCat

• Review record for errors

• Control headings if necessary

• Export record to ILS

Fedora Copy Cataloging
• Search for record in Fedora

• Review record for errors

• Check for correct subject 
headings, adding additional if 
necessary

• Mark record as complete



Impact

• 4 copy catalogers trained by the graduate assistant
• Overview of UMDM/UMAM
• Department procedures document
• Walk through of the copy cataloging process

• Cataloged ~500 postcards in one month
• Keep in mind, catalogers still had their normal 

responsibilities to take care of
• Skipped postcards (reviewed by graduate assistant)

• Most likely due to technical issues, i.e. back of postcard 
wasn’t digitized 



Copy Cataloging eBooks



University of Maryland uses WorldCat 
Local as its discovery tool.

One of the places links for our ebooks

come from is the WorldCat 
Knowledgebase.



Title activation can either happen 

individually (one-by-one) or in batches 
(full collections or partial collections)



Individual eBook Cataloging

•Managed through the WorldCat Knowledgebase (WCKB)
• Process

• Records from vendor loaded into ILS
• OCLC notified of titles and activates titles in the WCKB
• Holdings set in WorldCat automatically

•Where’s the copy cataloger?
• Copy cataloger checks to make sure all of the pieces 

happened
• Copy cataloger can fix errors in the WorldCat master record





Pros

•Automated process, very little, if any, human 
intervention
•Using records in WorldCat
• Links to ebooks managed outside of the MARC 

record
• Easier to set holdings
•No batch loading of records
• Easier to mass edit links
•Duplicate records have our link on it (but not holdings)



Cons

•Not always a record

•(Occasionally) similar titles end up with the 
wrong link

•Mistakes can happen, requiring clean-up



eBook Collections Cataloging

•Managed through the WorldCat 
Knowledgebase (WCKB)
•Process
•Collection is activated in the KB
• Either all title or select titles

•Holdings set in WorldCat automatically

•Where’s the copy cataloger?



Changing Role for Copy Catalogers

•New roles
• Batch cataloging without MARC records
• Verifying title lists from vendors with title lists from 

collections
• More difficult than you might think

• Making available any number of titles quickly and efficiently
• Process

• Compare title lists
• Upload titles for activation
• Check for errors
• Copy cataloger can fix errors in the WorldCat master record



Using Excel, we can compare two 

spreadsheets using the VLOOKUP 
function.
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Thank you!
Nathan B. Putnam

nbputnam@umd.edu


